How closely do acoustic properties match EGG properties?
H1-H2 often correlated with CQ, H1-A3 with PIC
Methods
Speakers 10 native Gujarati speakers; all but two in US <1 yr: Spkrs 1, 3, 10: males, ages 21-25 Spkrs 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 : females, ages 21-30 Spkr 5: female, age 50
Stimuli 18 words in (near)-minimal pairs of [a] vs. [a̤ ]
Recording Audio and EGG signals recorded simultaneously Spkrs shown flashcard with stimulus in orthography, plus English gloss Produced a sentence of their own creation, starting w/ stim, as many times as possible in 10s, producing fast, fluent, naturalistic speech Analysis "VoiceSauce" (SKV09) took >100 acoustic measurements per target V "EGGWorks" took similar measurements from the EGG signal Averaged in every 1/9 of the target vowel duration ("timeslices") 
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